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Eric Heyman and Tim Kang discuss how Olstein identifies and analyzes small- to mid-sized companies that
have been unfairly punished by short-term factors. Eric Heyman explains how Olstein finds value in
companies facing temporary problems or in need of an operational turnaournd. Eric Heyman discuss the
importance of approaching an investment opportunity from the perspective of an owner focused on the ability
of a business to generate free cash flow. In a minute feature interview, Bob Olstein discusses his approach to
value investing and where Olstein is finding value in the market. Eric Heyman and Tim Kang discuss the
importance of analyzing financial statements and public disclosures to understand a business and its
challenges. Bob Olstein discusses the process for valuing companies in this minute feature interview with
Anthony Scaramucci and Gary Kaminsky. Eric Heyman discusses the Olstein Strategic Opportunities Fund
approach to investing in turnaround situations. Robert Olstein discusses the rise of momentum investing and
why he favors investing in undervalued companies with high free cash flow yields. Eric Heyman describes the
growth potential for this undervalued semiconductor equipment and materials company. Robert Olstein
recommends repatriating foreign cash held on corporate balance sheets and discusses ways companies can
deploy that cash to the benefit of shareholders. Bob Olstein provides this highly regarded investing blog his
investment outlook, themes and portfolio strategy for In this video segment with Morningstar editor Jason
Stipp, Bob Olstein discusses how certain companies still look attractive in light of their safety, dividend
yields, and competitive advantages. Bob Olstein discusses the unrecognized value in Dr. Robert Olstein
discusses the importance of free cash flow when sorting through the investment opportunities offered by
recent market turmoil. Gretchen Morgenson discusses how veteran money manager Robert Olstein dissects
financial statements to uncover stocks he thinks other investors are valuing improperly. Eric Heyman reflects
on the market and discusses companies in the Olstein Strategic Opportunities Fund portfolio. Karyn
McCormack discusses how the harsh reality check of the market crash prompted a reevaluation of strategy for
the Olstein All Cap Value Fund. Bob Olstein discusses hidden earnings potential at Home Depot. For its sixth
annual investor roundtable, SmartMoney assembled a diverse group of market-beating money managers to
discuss the US economy and equity markets in Robert Olstein and Fred H. Olstein, this article discusses the
challenges of investing in corporate turnarounds, identifies favorable factors that an investor should seek in
such situations and alerts that a company may not be able reverse its decline. A profile of the All Cap Value
Fund and summary of corporate turnaround situations in which Olstein has invested. In this feature interview,
Robert Olstein discusses investment opportunities in beaten-down stocks with sterling prospects for free cash
flow generation. Robert Olstein comments on the turnaround in company operations and performance at
RadioShack under the leadership of its new CEO and Chairman. A discussion of leading activist investors
includes the Olstein Strategic Opportunities Fund. Robert Olstein weighs in on the options-backdating
scandal. Robert Olstein discusses the impact of the Quality of Earnings on valuing companies. A discussion of
mutual funds that engage in shareholder activism includes the Olstein All Cap Value Fund. Any references to
securities are for illustrative purposes and not buy or sell recommendations. This and other important
information is contained in the prospectus , which should be read carefully before investing. Past performance
is no guarantee of future results. This information is not an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any security,
nor shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation,
purchase, or sale may not lawfully be made. Important legal information - please read the disclaimer before
proceeding. Be sure to read the Olstein Funds Privacy Policy before becoming a shareholder.
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3: Publications & Speeches from Fred H. Speece
/ Timothy J. Timura --Creative intelligence gathering / B. Kemp Dolliver --Assessing the quality of earnings and
management / Fred H. Speece, Jr. --Traditional equity valuation methods / Thomas A. Martin, Jr. --Cash flow analysis
and equity valuation / James A. Ohlson --Using EVA in equity analysis / Alfred G. Jackson --New methodologies for
equity analysis and valuation / Patrick O'Donnell --Sales-driven franchise value / Martin L. Leibowitz.

4: #EquitiesResearch: BARRONs: Herb Greenberg and Donn Vickrey
Fred H. Speece. John W. Rogers. John W. Rogers, Jr., is founder, chairman, and chief executive officer of Ariel
Investments, a money management firm. Previously, he worked as a stockbroker at.

5: The welfare effects of soft dollar brokerage law and economics
Creative analysis of the quality of a company's earnings and its management requires both sides of an analyst's brain.
The left brain looks at purely financial aspects (e.g., earnings.
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